**DESCRIPTION**

Driven by performance and a clean aesthetic, the Straight and Narrow Series in LED represents the ultimate in simplicity; a narrow, uniform line of light. Constructed with premium materials with industry leading technology, the Straight and Narrow family is available in configurable runs and individual lengths of 2', 3', 4', 6' and 8'. Fully compatible with Cooper Controls FifthLight DALI and shipped standard with 0-10V dimming, the Straight and Narrow family integrates seamlessly with today’s modern building management systems. With virtually unlimited applications, the Straight and Narrow family allows architects and designers the freedom to experiment with their designs without exceeding ever decreasing energy budgets.

**SPECIFICATION FEATURES**

**Construction**
Housing extruded from premium 6063 aluminum. Nominal 2', 3', 4', 6' or 8' illuminated sections. Used in run configuration and/or individual fixtures. All components are RoHS compliant.

**Lens**
Available in snap-in or lay-in profiles, two diffusion options are available. Satin white provides the highest aesthetic uniformity while the high transmission lens provides the most superior efficacy.

**Finish**
Fixture housings are high reflectance white using electrostatically applied polyester powder coat paint.

**Electrical**
Long-life LED system coupled with electrical driver to deliver optimal performance. LED’s are available in 3000K, 3500K or 4000K with a typical CRI ≥ 85. Projected life is 50,000 hours at 70% lumen output. Electronic drivers are available for 120-277V applications.

**Controls**
Equipped standard with a 0-10V continuous dimming driver compatible with most standard dimming devices (refer to website for specific compatibility reference). Combine with FifthLight DALI and other energy saving products like sensors, daylighting controls and building management systems to maximize energy savings.

**Mounting**
Recessed. Vertical in wall, Horizontal in wall and standard ceiling recessed mounting is available. Please specify mounting grid or substrate:

- (ETG) = 15/16" Exposed T-grid
- (FTG) = 9/16" Screw Slot Grid
- (STG) = 9/16" Screw Slot Grid
- (SR) = Sheet Rock (Flanged)
- (FSR) = Flangeless Sheet Rock

**Warranty**
Five year warranty.

**ORDERING INFORMATION**

| Sample Number: S23-DR-2L35-ETG-4-U-DD-SI-S92-W |
| Series | D | R | Description |
| S23 | 2 | 3 | Series 23 |

**Light Output**
- D = Direct
- 2 = 2 foot Individual
- 3 = 3 foot Individual
- 4 = 4 foot Individual
- 6 = 6 foot Individual
- 8 = 8 foot Individual

**LED Color Temp**
- L30 = LED, 3000K
- L35 = LED, 3500K
- L40 = LED, 4000K

**Mounting Type**
- ETG = 15/16" Exposed T-grid
- FTG = 9/16" Exposed T-grid
- STG = 9/16" Screw Slot Grid
- SR = Sheet Rock (Flanged)
- FSR = Flangeless Sheet Rock

**LED Color Options**
- W = Matte White
- S = Silver
- XX = Custom Color

**NOTES:**
Not all options available. Please consult your local Cooper Lighting Representative for availability.
1. Light Level measured at 3500K; add 10% lumen output for 4000K or subtract 10% lumen output for 3000K.
2. Battery packs must be remote mounted
3. For vertical and horizontal in-wall mounting use snap-in lens

Specifications and dimensions subject to change without notice.